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Background
• Mortality rate for African American men with Head and Neck (H&N)
cancer is two times greater than that of white men.
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• Tobacco use, alcohol use and infection with human papilloma virus
are major factors that increase the risk of developing head and neck
cancer
• Inferior health outcomes for African American men with H&N cancer
are influenced by disparities that revolve around access to care as
well as biological factors.
• Cancer clinical trials (CCTs) are the mechanism that help improve
standard of care treatments and their efficacy.
• African Americans make up approximately 14% of the US
population, and research indicates that only 3.1% of participants in
CCTs are African American.
• Underrepresentation of African Americans to CCTs limits the
understanding of potential biological differences that may be critical
for the development of more effective cancer treatments across
population subgroups.
• Research indicates that: 1) many tobacco advertisements
specifically target African American populations, 2) African
Americans have a higher HPV prevalence, and that 3) African
Americans are more likely to have alcohol problems among all other
minority groups.
• There is an urgent need for continuous public health efforts to
increase participation of African American patients to H&N CCTs, as
research shows the incidence for H&N cancer in the United States
steadily increasing and that African Americans are disproportionally
affected by all three major risk factors
• OBJECTIVE: This rapid systematic review will investigate the
evidence based barriers that impact the accrual of African
Americans to general CCTs. Consequently, a comprehensive plan
will be created with the intent that head and neck cancer institutions
can use this plan to implement the optimal strategies to increase
accrual of African Americans to H&N clinical trials.
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Access to care
System or provider distrust
Availability awareness
Lack of clinical trials education
Language and communication
Lack of trust
Attitudes and beliefs
Lack of knowledge around clinical trials
Fear
Lack of trust
Lack of knowledge
Historical trauma (Tuskegee Syphilis Study)
Lack of insurance
Low awareness and knowledge about clinical
research
Patient attitudes that focus on mistrust
Health literacy
Mistrust
Insurance does not cover associated costs
Lack of knowledge about the study
Fear
Suspicion
Mistrust of researchers
Interference with work and family responsibilities
Trust
Fear of repeat ethical infractions
Influence of family members
Socioeconomic status
Health literacy
Spirituality
Fear of treatment related results
Financial concerns
Insurance denial
Patients’ desire to control treatment course—
placebo effect

Solutions/Strategies and Recommendations

Common barriers: Language, Trust, Strict eligibility criteria,
Personal attitudes, Lack of Knowledge, and Low Health
Literacy levels
Cultural competency trainings and community
partnerships are critical components needed to
increase participation

Essential for institutions to implement educational
interventions that increase trust and eliminate myths
about CCTs

Optimal approach requires multi-faceted process that
combines multiple interventions

Recommendations for H&N Cancer Institutions
•
•
•
•

Implement annual cultural competency trainings for all research staff
Promote and establish partnerships with local community clinics
Implement education programs for research candidates and participants
Expand institutional services to accommodate clinical research
assessments

Methods
Discussion

Strengths and Limitations

• Keyword search terms were used that relate to the
underrepresentation of African Americans to all CCTs

• Critical to implement a multi-faceted approach to increasing the accrual of
African Americans to CCTs—as no single strategy can be universally effective.

• Data was extracted and managed through RefWorks

• Common Barriers: language barriers, a lack of trust, the accessibility that many
patients have to trials, strict eligibility criteria, the personal attitudes that a
patient may have about research, a low health literacy level that may lead to a
lack of knowledge, practical issues around the health care system in which
physicians or research staff do not offer enough information or guidance
throughout the presentation of clinical trials.

Limitations:
• Single reviewer
• Limited time period reviewed
Strengths:
• Used systematic search
• Used two databases
• Had well formed screening process

• Rapid systematic review of literature
• Databases: PubMed and Scopus

• Studies were limited to : all written in the English language,
conducted in the United States of America, between January 2020
to January 2022.
• Review Methods:
• Step 1: Screened titles and abstracts
• Step 2: Reviewed full text
• Data Extraction: Study Characteristics, participation barriers related
to clinical trials/patients/health system and the provided solutions.

• Based on the aforementioned findings, the following strategies can be
implemented to increase the accrual of African American patients to head and
neck cancer clinical trials:
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